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To replace the film recording aspect of performing optical correlation, conventional real-time joint-
transform correlation �JTC� optical systems make use of a spatial light modulator �SLM� located in the
Fourier plane to record the joint-transform power spectrum �JPS� to achieve real-time processing. The
use of an SLM in the Fourier plane, however, is a major drawback in these systems because SLMs are
limited in resolution, phase uniformity, and contrast ratio, which are, therefore, not desirable for robust
applications. We propose a hybrid �optical�electronic� processing technique to achieve real-time joint-
transform correlation. The technique employs acousto-optic heterodyning scanning. The proposed
real-time JTC system does not require an SLM at the Fourier plane as in other real-time JTC systems.
This departure from the conventional scheme is extremely important as the proposed approach does not
depend on SLM issues. We develop the theory of the technique and substantiate it with experimental
results. © 2003 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 070.0070, 070.4550, 070.5010.
1. Introduction and Background

The correlation of two images is one of the most im-
portant mathematical operations in image processing
and pattern recognition.1,2 As the images become
more and more complex and large in size, the calcula-
tion becomes time consuming for a digital computer.
Optical processing is an alternative to digital process-
ing because it offers greater speed. Parallel optical
processing by use of frequency domain architecture is
fastest, but often lacks flexibility and accuracy. Scan-
ning optical processing is fast, accurate, and flexible.3
In this paper, we combine the scanning optical tech-
nique with electronic processing to achieve real-time
joint-transform correlation �JTC� for image recognition
purposes. The system is hybrid �optical�electronic� in
nature and its advantage is that the speed and data
acquisition rate of such a hybrid optical-electronic pro-
cessing can be made compatible with that of subse-
quent digital or optical signal processing. In what
follows in this section we give a brief review of conven-
tional real-time JTC systems and point out some of
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their major drawbacks. In Section 2 we describe a
general theory of the hybrid optical system, which em-
ploys the theory of optical heterodyne scanning. In
Section 3 we show that when a chirp grating is opti-
cally scanned, we can perform the cross correlation of
two patterns without the major drawbacks encoun-
tered in conventional real-time JTC systems. In Sec-
tion 4 we develop the optical system in the context of
JTC. A practical optical implementation of the hy-
brid system is shown and described in Section 5 and
experimental results are demonstrated. In Section 6
we make concluding remarks.

Owing to the advent of spatial light modulators
�SLMs�,4 real-time or video-rate joint-transform cor-
relation systems have been accomplished by directly
writing the reference object and the target object on
SLMs, and the detection of the so-called joint-
transform power spectrum �JPS� is subsequently per-
formed by another SLM, which may be coherently
read out for correlation operation.5–10 The conven-
tional real-time JTC system is shown in Fig. 1. g1 �x,
y� and g2 �x, y� are the reference object and the target
object, respectively. They are separated by the dis-
tance 2x0 along the x-direction. The JPS, J �kx, ky�,
on the back focal plane of lens L1 is then given by

J�kx, ky� � �F�g1� x � x0, y�� � F�g2� x � x0, y���2

� �G1 �kx, ky��2 � � G2�kx, ky��2

� G*1�kx, ky�G2�kx, ky� exp� j2kx x0�

� G �k , k �G*�k , k � exp��j2k x � , (1)
1 x y 2 x y x 0
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where Gi�kx, ky� is the Fourier transform of the func-
tion gi �x, y� for i � 1, 2, and is given by

Gi�kx, ky� � ��gi� x, y� exp� j�kx x � ky y�	dxdy

� F�gi� x, y��kx, ky
, (2)

with kx � k0x�f and ky � k0y�f, where f is the focal
length of the lens L1 and k0 is the wavenumber of the
laser. In real-time JTC systems, the JTPS is de-
tected by a SLM, e.g., a CCD camera and the output
of the CCD camera is fed to another SLM for coherent
display as illustrated in Fig. 1, where lens L2 is a
Fourier transform lens with the same focal length as
lens L1. Upon coherent display on the correlation
plane we have the Fourier transform of J �kx, ky�:

F�J�k0 x
f

,
k0 y

f ��
kx, ky

� C11��x, �y� � C22��x, �y�

� C12��x � 2x0, �y�

� C21��x � 2x0, �y�, (3)

where

Cij� x, y� � gi� x, y� J gj� x, y� � �� g*i� x
, y
�

� gj� x � x
, y � y
�dx
dy
, (4)

with i � 1 or 2, and j � 1 or 2. The symbol J denotes
correlation involving coordinates x and y. Cij �x, y� is
the autocorrelation when i � j, and is the cross cor-
relation when i � j. Hence if the target and the
reference objects are the same, besides a strong peak
at the origin of the correlation plane due to the first
two terms of Eq. �3�, we have two strong peaks cen-
tered at x � � 2x0 due to the last two terms of Eq. �3�.

There are two major drawbacks with conventional
real-time systems. Owing to the existence of zeroth-

order spectra, i.e., the first two terms in Eq. �1�, a
physical separation between the reference object and
the target object is required.11 This requirement
hampers the utilization efficiency of the input spatial
domain and lowers the diffraction efficiency of the
correlation peaks, and attempts have been made to
alleviate this problem.12–26 Another major draw-
back is the need for a high quality SLM, such as with
a high spatial resolution requirement, for coherent
display of JPS to obtain correlation output. This is
clear by inspecting the last two terms of Eq. �1�, as

G*1�kx, ky� G2�kx, ky� exp� j2kx x0�

� G1�kx, ky� G*2�kx, ky� exp��j2kx x0�

� 2�G1�kx, ky� G2�kx, ky�� cos�2kx x0 � �, (5)

where  is the phase angle of G*1G2. We see that the
correlation information is carried by a spatial carrier
with frequency 2x0��f, where � � 2��k0 is the wave-
length of light, and we have made use of kx � k0x�f
into the argument of the cosine term to find the fre-
quency of the spatial carrier. For 2x0 � 30 mm, � �
0.6 �m, and f � 50 cm, the required spatial resolution
of the SLM is 2x0��f � 100 cycle�mm. Very often in
practice, 2x0 is made to be small enough or the focal
length f is made large enough so that the CCD cam-
era or the subsequent SLM can resolve the spatial
carrier. Hence the spatial resolution requirement of
the CCD and SLM should be in general high, i.e., the
CCD camera and the subsequent SLM must be able
to resolve these fine details to have the real-time
system work. In addition, phase uniformity and
contrast ratio of the SLM also are important consid-
erations. In the next section we propose a hybrid
optical�electronic system that can perform real-time
correlation and yet does not involve these critical
drawbacks. Specifically, there is no need to use an
SLM for coherent display of JPS in the present pro-
posed system.

Fig. 1. Conventional real-time JTC system.
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2. Theory of Optical Heterodyne Scanning

In this section we briefly review the theory of optical
heterodyne scanning originally developed by Poon
and Korpel.27 With some modification, the system
discussed is used in the next section to perform a
real-time correlation operation. A typical hetero-
dyne optical scanning system is shown in Fig. 2. A
collimated laser at temporal frequency �0 is used to
illuminate a transparency function, p1�x, y�, located
on the front focal plane of lens L with focal length f.
The transparency function is usually called the pupil
function.27–30 The other pupil, p2�x, y�, also located
on the same focal plane, is illuminated by a laser of
temporal frequency �0 � �. The laser’s temporal
frequency offset of � can be introduced, for example,
by an acousto-optic modulator.31 The combined op-
tical scanning field on the focal plane is given by

P1�k0 x
f

,
k0 y

f � exp� j�0 t� � P2�k0 x
f

,
k0 y

f �
� exp� j��0 � ��t	, (6)

where Pi �k0x�f, k0y�f� � F�pi�x, y�� k0x
f ,

k0y
f

and i � 1, 2.
The combined optical field or the scanning pattern is
used to two-dimensional raster scan a target with
amplitude distribution given by To�x, y� located on the
back focal plane of lens L. Alternatively, the target
can be placed on a x–y scanner platform, as shown in
Fig. 2, while the optical beam is stationary. The
photodetector, which responds to the intensity of the
optical transmitted field or scattered field, generates
a current given by

i� x, y� � ��
A

� �P1�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f � exp� j�0 t�

� P2�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f � exp� j��0 � ��t	�
� To� x � x
, y � y
��2 dx
dy
. (7)

Note that the integration is over the area A of the
photodetector, and x � x�t� and y � y�t� represent the

instantaneous position of the scanning pattern, and
the shifted coordinates of To represent the action of
scanning. Note also that the current contains the
baseband current and the heterodyne current at the
temporal frequency �. The heterodyne current,
which contains the useful information, is given by

i�� x, y� � Re���
A

P*1�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f �P2�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f �
� �To� x � x
, y � y
��2dx
dy
 exp� j�t�	 ,

(8)

where we have adopted the convention for phasor �p
as � �x, y, t� � Re��p�x, y, t� exp �j�t�	, and where Re�.	
denotes the real part of the content inside the brack-
ets. Equation �8� can be written as

i�� x, y� � Re�i�p
� x, y� exp� j�t�	, (9a)

where

i�p
� x, y� � ��

A

P*1�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f � P2�k0 x


f
,

x0 y


f �
� �To� x � x
y � y
��2dx
dy
 (9b)

is the output phasor that denotes the amplitude and
the phase information of the heterodyne current that
constitute the scanned and processed version of the
target �To�2.27,29 Note that the optical scanning sys-
tem under consideration can process the intensity
distribution of the object being scanned. The system
has been used for the so-called two-pupil synthesis for
bipolar or even complex incoherent image
processing.27–30

3. Realization of Real-Time Correlation

In this Section we show how a one-dimensional �1-D�
scanning of a chirp grating will result in the correla-
tion of the two pupils presented in the system. We
therefore let �To�2 � 1 � cos�ax2�, where a is a grating

Fig. 2. Basic optical heterodyne scanning system.
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constant. Since 2cos�ax2� � exp�jax2� � exp�� jax2�,
Eq. �9b� becomes

i�p
� x� � ��

A

P*1�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f � P2�k0 x


f
,

x0 y


f �
� �1 �

1
2 exp � ja� x � x
�2	

�
1
2 exp��ja� x � x
�2	�dx
dy


� I0 �
1
2 t1� x� �

1
2 t2� x�, (10)

where

I0 � ��
A

P*1�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f � P2�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f �
� dx
dy
, (10a)

t1� x� � ��
A

P*1�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f � P2�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f �
� exp � ja� x � x
�2dx
dy
, (10b)

and

t2� x� � ��
A

P*1 �k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f � P2�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f �
� exp��ja� x � x
�2	dx
dy
, (10c)

We see that the first term I0 is some complex con-
stant, and we shall manipulate the second term given
by Eq. �10b�. By expanding the exponential term
and rearranging, Eq. �10b� becomes

t1� x� � exp� jax2���
A

P*1�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f � P2�k0 x


f
,

k0 y


f �
� exp� jax
2� exp� j2axx
�dx
dy


� exp� jax2� F�P*1�k0 x
f

,
k0 y

f � P2�k0 x
f

,
k0 y

f �
� exp� jax2��

kx�2ax, ky�0

. (11)

At this point, we are making an assumption in that
the grating period, a, is small such that Eq. �11�
becomes

t1� x� � exp� jax2� F�P*1�k0 x
f

,
k0 y

f �
� P2�k0 x

f
,

k0 y
f ��

kx�2ax, ky�0

. (12)

This assumption is reminiscent of the far-field ap-
proximation in diffraction in that the Fresnel diffrac-
tion becomes the Fraunhofer diffraction.32 We can

now express Eq. �12�, besides some constant, in terms
of the correlation integral:

t1� x� � exp� jax2�

�P1��
fkx

k0
, �

fky

k0
� J P2��

fkx

k0
, �

fky

k0
�	

kx�2ax, ky�0

.

(13)

Similarly, Eq. �10c� becomes

t2� x� � exp��jax2��P1�fkx

k0
,

fky

k0
�

J P2�fkx

k0
,

fky

k0
�	

kx�2ax, ky�0

. (14)

Putting these results into Eq. �9a�, we have

i�� x, y� � Re�i�p
� x, y� exp� j�t�	 , (15a)

where

i�p
� x� � I0 �

1
2 exp� jax2� �P1��

fkx

k0
, �

fky

k0
�

J P2��
fkx

k0
, �

fky

k0
�	

kx�2ax, ky�0

�
1
2 exp��jax2��p1�fkx

k0
,

fky

k0
�

J p2�fkx

k0
,

fky

k0
�	

kx�2ax, ky�0

. (15b)

It is clear that if p1 and p2 represent patterns to be
matched, we achieve the correlation of the two pat-
terns.

4. Real-Time Joint-Transform Correlation without use
of SLM in the Focal Plane

In this section we develop Eq. �15� in the context of
JTC and describe an extraction scheme to display the
correlation information. We let p1�x, y� � g1�x � x0,
y� and p2�x, y� � g2 �x � x0, y�, where g1 �x, y� and g2�x,
y� are the two patterns to be matched, and they are
now located side by side in the front focal plane of lens
L as realistically shown in Fig. 2. Again, these pat-
terns form a composite beam to 1-D scan the chirp
grating. The heterodyne current given by Eq. �15�
and with p1�x, y� and p2 �x, y� given above, and using
the definition of correlation in Eq. �4�, we have, after
some manipulations,

i�p
� x� � I0 �

1
2 exp� jax2�C12��2axf

k0
� 2x0, 0�

�
1
2 exp��jax2�C12�2axf

k0
� 2x0, 0� , (16)
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and Eq. �15a� becomes

i��x� � �I0�cos��t � 0� �
1
2�C12��2axf

k0
� 2x0, 0��

� cos��t � ax2 � 1�

�
1
2�C12�2axf

k0
� 2x0, 0��

� cos��t � ax2 � 2�, (17)

where 0, 1, and 2 are the phase angles of I0,
C12��2axf�k0 � 2x0, 0�, and C12�2axf�k0 � 2x0, 0�,
respectively. Note that i� �x� is a 1-D time signal as
x is a function of time, i.e., x�t�, and this signal is an
amplitude modulated signal with carrier �. The
amplitude of the signal contains the correlation in-
formation, which can be extracted by use of a lock-in
amplifier with a reference signal equal to cos��t�.
After the lock-in amplifier, from Eq. �17�, we have

ilock-in� x���I0�cos�0� �
1
2�C12��2axf

k0
� 2x0, 0��

� cos�ax2 � 1� �
1
2�C12�2axf

k0
� 2x0, 0��

� cos�ax2 � 2�, (18)

which can be displayed with a real-time monitor such
as an oscilloscope. If x�t� � vt, that is the scan po-
sition is linearly with time, where v is the constant
scanning speed of the laser beam, Eq. �18� then man-
ifests itself as two cross correlations centered at two
locations along the time scale: t � � x0k0�vaf, and of
course, the correlations are amplitude modulated by
the chirp-type functions cos�a�vt�2 � 1	 and cos�a�vt�2

�2	. If the two patterns are matched, there will be

two correlation peaks and since the y coordinates are
zero within the correlation arguments, what we see is
actually a line trace through the correlation peaks as
y � 0.

5. Practical Implementation and Experimental Results

Figure 3 shows the practical implementation of Fig.
2. The acousto-optic modulator operates in the
Bragg regime31 at sound frequency ��2� � 40 MHz.
The two diffracted beams, i.e., the zeroth-order beam
and the first-order beam, are at frequencies �0 and
�0 � �, respectively, where �0 is the frequency of the
laser light. After a 75 � beam expander, the zeroth-
order beam is incident on the pattern p1, and the
first-order beam is incident on the other pattern p2.
The two patterns are located at the front focal plane
of lens L2 of focal length approximately 50 cm. They
are then combined by the beam spltter projected
through the x–y scanner �in our case, only a 1-D scan
along the x direction is required as explained in the
last section�, and focused onto the chirp grating lo-
cated at the back focal plane of lens L2. Lens L3 is
used to collect all the light onto the photodetector.
The output of the photodetector is then sent to the
lock-in amplifier to give the current given by Eq. �18�.
If the two patterns are matched, strong peaks of the
electrical current will be displayed on the real-time
display such as an oscilloscope.

Experiments with different reference objects and
target objects have been performed. To compare the
results between different experiments, all the system
parameters, such as the power of the laser source, the
scan speed of x–y scanner, the time constant and
sensitivity of the lock-in amplifier, and the voltage
scale and time scale of the oscilloscope are set to the
same values throughout these experiments.

Figure 4 shows two identical animals �animal 1� of

Fig. 3. Practical implementation of Fig. 2.
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the size of approximately 6 millimeters by 7 millime-
ters, shown on the bottom of the figure, which are
placed at the front focal plane of lens L2 of a focal
length of 50 centimeters for autocorrelation. The
two patterns are separated by 2x0 � 6 millimeters,

which gives 2x0��f � 20 cycle�mm. When a chirp
grating is 1-D-scanned along the x direction, a trace of
electrical signal through the center of the autocorre-
lation will be displayed �see Eq. �18�	. Indeed, we
see a strong peak display on the oscilloscope as shown
in the figure. The time scale is 2 millisecond per
division with a vertical scale of 500 mV per division.
Figure 5 shows the picture of a portion of the chirp
grating used. It is basically a set of dark lines of
varying separations printed on a glass substrate.
The grating frequency ranges from 1 cycle�mm to 25
cycle�mm. Because the grating used is not symmet-
rical, we only observe a single correlation peak.

In Figure 6, the cross correlation between target
object �animal 2� and reference object �animal 1� is
presented. The autocorrelation peak in Fig. 4 is ap-
proximately 3 times higher than the cross-correlation
peak shown in Fig. 6. For patterns with more de-
tails, we can expect the autocorrelation peak to be
stronger and sharper as is evident from Fig. 7, where
two identical random patterns �3 millimeters by 8
millimeters are used. Figure 8 shows the cross cor-

Fig. 4. Autocorrelation result of two identical animals �animal 1�.

Fig. 5. Chirp grating used in the experiment.

Fig. 6. Correlation result of two different animals.

Fig. 7. Autocorrelation result of two identical random patterns.

Fig. 8. Cross-correlation result of a random pattern and its con-
trast reversal pattern.
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relation when the random pattern and its contrast
reversal pattern is used. The correlation peak is
much lower than the one in Fig. 7 as expected.

In the proposed heterodyne scanning system the
processing speed depends on how fast the optical
scanner performs 1-D scanning. In our actual ex-
periments, we have used a 1-D galvanometer with a
scan rate of approximately 100 Hz, corresponding to
a scan time or processing speed of approximately 10
ms. For high processing speed of the order of micro-
seconds and precise scanning, acousto-optic scanners
could be used.31

6. Concluding Remarks

We have proposed what to our knowledge is a novel
real-time joint-transform correlator without the use
of any two-dimensional spatial light modulator lo-
cated at the Fourier plane. The proposed system is
hybrid �optical�electronic� and based on optical het-
erodyne scanning. It does not suffer from the two
major drawbacks with the conventional real-time
system: the existence of zeroth-order spectra �be-
cause of heterodyning� and the use of a high quality
spatial light modulator for coherent display �because
of the use of a chirp grating�. This departure from
the conventional scheme is extremely important as
the proposed approach does not depend on SLM is-
sues. Consequently, the proposed system should be-
come more readily adapted to industry as well as
military pattern-recognition applications.

As a final remark, we point out that the final output
of our system is an electrical signal. It represents a
line traced through the correlation peak �see Eq. �18�	.
We therefore would expect the correlation peak to be as
good as the one obtained from classical JTC systems.
To obtain a higher correlation peak in our system, one
can, for example, preprocess the input image such as
the extraction of its edge information.3,33

We want to express our gratitude for the financial
support by the National Science Foundation �ECS-
9810158�. We also thank Guy Indebetouw for sup-
plying us with some of the patterns used in the
experiments.
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